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Let's
Interface!
Industrial Revolution 4.0 is upon us.
Every day with new Career
opportunities, the existing ones are
now in duress. Education is and will
remain critical for promoting
economic growth and providing
opportunities for all. But only if
approached a little differently.
 
Foxmula is an EdTech platform,
addressing issues of unemployment
with a community-driven ecosystem
for industry oriented training,
global certifications, networking,
internships for exposure, and Jobs.
For the most in demand domains of
the industry today.
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Ayush Bansal
Founder
ayush@foxmula.com
 
Shubham Sharda
Co-founder
shubham@foxmula.com

Foxmula focuses on the higher
education sector with an aim to guide
the learners through an ever evolving
landscape of education and
employment, while making the hiring
process simple and efficient for
corporations.
 
Along with life-long involvement
through the community, this ecosystem
categorizes it's user involvement in
three different ways-

Exploring & Profile Building Programs

Foxmula X: Guaranteed Job Program
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A SENSE OF BELONGING
#COMMUNITY  

Being a community-driven EdTech company, we understand that sometimes
a sense of belonging is important to ensure no learning breakdowns occur.
Students and Universities see involvement with Foxmula & it's programs as an 
extra-curricular activity to diversify & build one's profile.

Active participation from esteemed universities like IITs, UPES Dehradun, NIT-Jalandhar,
Chandigarh University, Thapar University, VIT Vellore, Ramaiah Institiute of Technology,
& more.



Exploring &

Profile
Building
Programs
Foxmula-Y
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We understand how important industrial
exploration and profile building is, but not
at the cost of subjecting oneself to stress
and pressure.

ONLINE  &  SELF -PACED

All our programs are online and self-paced. 
6 months access is given to complete all
phases of a particular program. Though on
an average, it takes around 2 months only
to complete them all.

for the most in
demand & growing
domains of the
Industry

TRAINING  &

NETWORKING

GLOBAL
CERTIFICATIONS

INTERNSHIP

ALL  OUR  AVAILABLE  PROGRAMS HAVE 

 FOLLOWING  SELF-PACED INDUSTRIAL  PHASES:

Industry-Oriented training by working professionals
Starts from scratch, keeping beginners & intermediates
in mind
Study materials/mock papers
24x7 dashboard access & networking in the community

Online/Offline certification exams
Global certifications like 

    Microsoft Technology Associate (From Microsoft) 
    & more

Work from home industrial internship
Live projects (or small parts of live projects)
GitLab sessions
Internship completion letter

#Skills

#Recognition

#Exposure

 
 
Thus the whole Profile-Building process
for all offered programs (Courses) can
easily fit along with college curriculum
without any pressure on students. 
 
 



Available
Programs

Machine Learning using Python
Data Science using R
Deep Learning using TensorFlow
Cloud Computing
Security Fundamentals
Web Development using node.js
Advanced Web Development using
react.js
Network Administration 

Python
IoT
Autodesk Certification 

GST Fundamentals
Asset Management
Digital Marketing
Talley
UI
Java

    (CAD)

TO  EXPLORE  &  BUILD  PROFILE  IN

WITH  TRAIN ING,  CERTIF ICATIONS  &  INTERNSHIP
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Most in Demand Domains
of the Industry

Other Programs

FOR  DETAILED  RESPECTIVE  DESCRIPT IONS  &  DELIVERABLES

VIS IT  FOXMULA.COM /COURSES



Certification & 

Internship Details
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FOXMULA CERTIFICATION &

INTERNSHIP COMPLETION LETTER

Foxmula certification is given to
students on clearing the Foxmula
exam for the opted program.
 
Internship Completion letter is
given to students on submission &
successful evaluation of the
assigned live/industrial project
for the opted program.

Cloud Computing
Security Fundamentals
Python
Java
Network Administration
Machine Learning using Python
Deep Learning using TensorFlow 
Web Development using node.js 
Advanced Web Development using react.js 

Included with:

All Available Programs

MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATE (MTA) CERTIFICATION

The MTA Certification & title is a
global recognition from Microsoft.

Along with Foxmula Certification & Internship Completion letter,

MTA is Included with following Programs:

Other Certifications:
Along with Foxmula Certification &

Internship Completion letter

Certifications

For Game
Development 
Program

For Autodesk
(CAD)
Program and more..
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GUARANTEED JOB
PROGRAM | FOXMULA-X

A tailor trained workforce; reduces time, efforts and resources considerably, creating  a
win-win situation for both students and the companies.
Currently we offer this service for a job role of Full stack developer with tailored
requirements by companies. Career in other cutting edge technologies like Blockchain, AI
and more will be offered soon.
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SMART APPROACH
TO A CAREER 
G I V EN  I NDUSTR I A L  REVOLUT ION  4 . 0

Instead of blindly committing time and money for a long period to learn a skill professionally,
which is 'high in demand', one should try taking a taste of it with industry-oriented training
(skills), global certifications (Recognition) like Microsoft Technology Associate and internship
(Exposure). After these three phases in the chosen domain of interest/curiosity, which takes on
an average 2-3 months in a self-paced manner, one would be able to decide if he/she wants to
continue in it further for a career, based on his/her understanding. 
If not, why force it. There are a lot of cutting edge domains to look up for a career, where
one's talent can flourish naturally and efficiently.
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Meet
the

Team

Ayush Bansal Shubham Sharda

Ayush Bansal and Shubham Sharda, founders of Foxmula, come
from the same background of Information Science Engineering at
Ramaiah Institute of Technology, Bangalore.
Hailing from Rajasthan and Bihar respectively, the founding duo
decided this cause, of growing unemployability, stress &
depression among youth, was important enough to take a break
from their higher education.
 
The team further includes 20+ dedicated members, hundreds of
student ambassadors, college communities and working
professionals as trainers for a industry-oriented environment.

V I S I ON  
Aiming to make a community where users
feel at home, safe, satisfied and happy
throughout their journey of gaining skills,
building profile, and a career. Growing
depression, learning breakdowns, inadequate
industry exposures among youth that we see
today should never have been the outcomes
of the learning and education process. We
believe things can be changed for the better,
be it for students, graduates, professionals,
and even corporations if education, growth
and workforce are perceived and approached
a little differently. And that is where 
Foxmula Ecosystem comes in, 
with a motto of 
Rising by lifting each other.

In Pictures: A Glimpse of our Workspace environment. 
Where we believe to get the best out, it takes better recreation then just the chair swivels.
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What's more ? 

... and more.
 
We have some 'mind-boggling' elements planned
to be included in our Ecosystem gradually. 

A  L I T T L E  GL IMP S E



Read more

Foxmula - The Smart Way

Read more
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS
OUR

30 +  NAT I ONAL  AND  PR I V A T E  I N S T I T UT I ONS

A Community-driven ecosystem with over

10,000+ Members



support@foxmula.com | www.foxmula.com | +91-96320 47066, 9799903344
RMZ Galleria, Yelahanka, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560064


